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Abstract: In this paper, the main excitation sources of micro vibration of spacecraft flywheel rotor
systems (SFRSs) are briefly described, and then the research progress is systematically reviewed from
four perspectives, including modeling methods, suppression means, vibration isolation techniques,
and ground simulation tests. Finally, the existing problems of current research and the direction of
further research are given to better serve the micro-vibration prediction and sensitivity analysis of
existing models, and provide reference points for the micro-vibration suppression and isolation of
the next generation of high-precision spacecraft.
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1. Introduction

High precision earth observation satellites can obtain high-quality remote sensing
images, which can greatly assist the development requirements of economy, society, and
science and technology, and have become the focus of competitive development among the
world’s aerospace powers [1,2]. In addition to earth observation, high-precision spacecraft
also play an important role in various aerospace applications, such as deep space physical
exploration, astronomical observation, and satellite laser communication. Therefore, high-
precision spacecraft are an important focus for the development of the world aerospace
industry [3–5].

As an inertial actuator, a spacecraft flywheel rotor system (SFRS) is applied for space-
craft attitude control and large-angle rotation maneuver [6]. According to whether the
rotation axis of the rotor is fixed or not, SFRSs are divided into two types: the fixed-shaft
type and the non-fixed-shaft type. As shown in Figure 1a, both reaction wheel assemblies
(RWA) and momentum wheel assemblies (MWA) belong to the fixed-shaft type SFRS. By
adjusting the rotation speed of the rotor, a reaction torque is obtained, and the momentum
moment is exchanged with the spacecraft to realize attitude control. The RWA usually has
zero nominal speed, and the speed range is mostly within ±4000 rev/min, while the MWA
generally has a higher nominal speed (3000–6000 rev/min) and a greater axial moment
of inertia [7]. The non-fixed-shaft type SFRS (see Figure 1b) mainly refers to the control
moment gyroscope (CMG). A flywheel rotor is generally suspended by a gimbal, and
the precession of the rotor is induced by the gimbal’s rotation to produce a reaction gyro
moment, which is used for spacecraft attitude control. The rotor speed of the CMG is
constant, but the rated speed is relatively high, generally up to 4000–9000 rev/min [7].

The high-speed SFRS is the main excitation source of micro vibration for the in-orbit
spacecraft, and its micro-vibration characteristics are the key factors affecting the attitude
stability and pointing accuracy of the platform [8–11]. The frequency range of micro-
vibration disturbance of the SFRS is generally wide (about 1–1000 Hz), and the influence of
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disturbance in the range of 10–200 Hz is the most prominent. The frequency range of this
disturbance is far beyond the bandwidth capability of the attitude and orbit control system
(AOCS), and could not be effectively suppressed by the AOCS [12]. By adding a damping
dissipative structure and vibration isolator, the transmission path of micro vibration of
the SFRS can be effectively isolated, which is an effective method for micro-vibration
suppression of conventional spacecraft [13].
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Figure 1. Schematic pictures for (a) fixed-shaft type SFRS and (b) non-fixed-shaft type SFRS.

Compared with conventional spacecraft, the high-precision spacecraft represented
by high-resolution satellites, laser communication satellites, and space telescopes require
“super stable” attitude and “super precision” pointing [14–17]. For instance, the pointing
stability of the Hubble space telescope (HST) is required to be less than 0.007 arc sec
within 24 h; the space interference mission (SIM) and advanced technology large space
telescope (ATLAST) require the pointing stability to reach 0.0016 arc sec, and the vibration
interference to the platform is required to be below 10−6 g level. For a laser beam with a
diameter of 100 mm emitted by a laser communication satellite, a jitter of 0.001 radian at a
distance of 500 km will reduce the beam intensity received by the receiver by 100 times. For
Earth—Moon laser communication, the distance between the transmitter and the receiver
is measured in tens of thousands of kilometers. For deep space communication, it is
expected to reach 0.1–40 astronomical units. The slightest jitter of the platform will cause
the direction of the laser beam to widely diverge!

Conventional micro-vibration suppression methods, such as the damping dissipative
structure and vibration isolator, can only solve the symptoms but not the root cause, which
is difficult to meet due to the extremely high requirements of high-precision spacecraft on
the micro vibration of the SFRS. Mastering the micro-vibration mechanism, conducting
sensitivity analysis and transmission path research, and then designing targeted suppres-
sion and isolation measures, are the only way to solve the micro vibration problem of the
SFRS in high-precision spacecraft. In the past 20 years, many scholars have conducted
systematic and comprehensive research on the micro vibration of SFRSs. In this paper, the
main excitation sources of micro vibration of SFRSs are briefly described, and then the
research progress is systematically reviewed from four perspectives, including the model-
ing methods, suppression means, vibration isolation techniques, and ground simulation
tests. Finally, the existing problems of current research and the direction of further research
are suggested to better serve the micro-vibration prediction and sensitivity analysis of the
existing models, and provide reference for micro-vibration suppression and isolation in the
next generation of high-precision spacecraft.
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2. Disturbance Sources of Micro Vibration of SFRSs

As shown in Figure 1a, the fixed-shaft type SFRS is mainly composed of a flywheel, a
bearing assembly, a drive motor, a protective shell and a support base. The non-fixed-shaft
type SFRS is usually composed of a high-speed rotor, a gimbal system and a gyro house.
The structure of the high-speed rotor is similar to that of the fixed-shaft type SFRS. The
difference is that the shell is connected with a gimbal, as shown in Figure 1b. The gimbal
system is composed of the support bearings, a driving motor, and the mounting bracket.
The flywheel and bearing systems are the core components of the SFRS. The high-speed
flywheel has the structural characteristics of light weight, great moment of inertia, and good
rigidity. According to the support principle, the bearing system includes two categories:
mechanical bearings and magnetic bearings. Presently, most of the SFRSs in service are
supported by mechanical rolling bearings.

Since the 1990s, in-depth research has been conducted on the basic causes of micro-
vibration disturbance of the SFRS [18,19]. Regardless of the aerospace application back-
ground, the SFRS has a similar structure to that of rotor systems on the ground. In general,
there are three kinds of excitation sources which affect the micro vibration of the SFRS:
mechanical disturbance, electromagnetic disturbance, and structural disturbance, as shown
in Figure 2. Mechanical disturbance includes rotor imbalance, irrational characteristics
of rolling bearings, flywheel rotor rub impact, etc. Electromagnetic disturbance includes
torque ripple of the driving motor, imbalanced magnetic pull force, etc. Structural dis-
turbance includes the structural vibration of the flywheel, the flexibility of the support
structure, and the clearance effect. Micro vibration appears under the above multi-source
excitations. After transmission and amplification by the internal structure, the SFRS pro-
duces significant micro vibration disturbances when it outputs the required control torque
to the spacecraft. It will not only seriously affect the normal operation of the payload,
but also cause the flywheel rotor to work abnormally or even fail. Therefore, effective
identification and accurate modeling of micro-vibration excitation sources are the premise
of micro-vibration analysis of the SFRS. The following describes the specific characteristics
of the above three kinds of excitation sources.
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2.1. Mechanical Disturbance

The mechanical disturbances caused by rotor imbalance, non-ideal characteristics
of rolling bearings, and rotor rub impact, are the main excitation sources of the SFRS. In
the processing and assembly of the rotor, there are inevitable error factors, which make
the rotor imbalanced. Although the rotor will be dynamically balanced before space
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application, the imbalanced mass cannot be completely eliminated [20]. Therefore, the
imbalance disturbance excitation appears along with the high-speed rotation of the rotor.
Rotor imbalance can be divided into static imbalance and dynamic imbalance. A deviation
between the mass center of the rotor and rotating shaft induces a static imbalance, and
excitation forces are generated in the process of rotor rotation. Dynamic imbalance is caused
by a deviation between the inertial principle axis and the rotating shaft, and excitation
torques are generated in the process of rotor rotation [21].

The rolling bearing in the SFRS mainly plays a supporting role, and the disturbance
introduced by the rotor is transmitted outward through the bearings. Usually, the compo-
nents of rolling bearings, including ball, inner ring, outer ring, and cage (or retainer), have
non-ideal characteristics, such as surface waviness, clearance, friction, and so on. Waviness
is an important structural feature of rolling bearings. It is a geometric defect on the sur-
face of bearing components, which is a harmonic waveform distribution. When bearing
components are finished on a grinder, the vibration of the machine tool will leave uneven
geometric features on their surfaces, which is the cause of waviness [22]. In modern bearing
manufacturing, the amplitude of bearing waviness can be controlled at the micro-meter
level. However, during the working process of the bearing, the waviness can still cause
prominent vibration problems [23–25]. The results show that raceway waviness can cause
frequency division and frequency-doubling vibration characterized by the rolling element
passing frequency [26–31]. As for the friction characteristic, it is due to machining accuracy.
Even after lubrication design, friction still exists between the ball and raceways [32]. Espe-
cially for the CMG, bearing friction is one of the most important disturbance factors in its
low-speed gimbal system [33].

When the vibration amplitude exceeds the structural gap, intermittent or continuous
collision and friction occur between the flywheel rotor and the fixed structure, which is
called rotor rub impact [34]. Uneven mass distribution of the flywheel, bending of the rotor
structure, shaft misalignment, and insufficient gap caused by changes of environmental
temperature may cause such a phenomenon. Generally, rotor rub impact can be divided
into four stages: (1) normal operation without rub impact; (2) initial stage of rub impact;
(3) frictional process stage; (4) frictional separation stage. These four stages occur alternately
in actual rotor rub impact, resulting in complex nonlinear phenomena. In this regard,
relevant scholars have carried out continuous theoretical and experimental research [35–
39].

2.2. Electromagnetic Disturbance

Most SFRSs use a brushless DC motor as the driving component. Due to the current
pulsation and regulation in the control system, an obvious ripple phenomenon exists in
the motor output torque, which causes flywheel speed instability and micro vibration
problems [40]. In addition to the torque ripple, uneven electromagnetic force at the radial
points of the rotor, namely the imbalanced magnetic pull, is also one of the main factors
causing vibration of the SFRS [41]. The causes of imbalanced magnetic pull include me-
chanical and electromagnetic aspects. The mechanical aspect is air gap eccentricity due
to misalignment between the stator and rotor, which includes static eccentricity, dynamic
eccentricity, and hybrid eccentricity [42]. Height difference between the bearings on both
sides of the supporting rotor shaft, inclination of the rotating shaft, and wear of the bearing
will cause differences in the air gap of the motor along the axial direction, which is known
as slant eccentricity [43]. The electromagnetic aspect includes uneven magnetization of
materials, improper winding, or short circuit. For the electromagnetic disturbance caused
by imbalanced magnetic pull, relevant scholars have carried out systematic modeling and
analysis work [44–48].

2.3. Structural Disturbance

Although the structural stiffness of the components of the SFRS is relatively high,
there is still a certain flexibility, which comes from the rotor, bearing system, supporting
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shell, etc. The structural flexibility has an important impact on the disturbance output
of the SFRS. The elastic modes of the SFRS include three types [49]: (1) axial translation
mode, (2) radial rocking (or overturning) mode, and (3) radial translation mode. Under
the action of excitations, the components will vibrate elastically due to structural flexibility.
Especially for an excitation frequency close to the natural frequency of the SFRS, the output
disturbance will be amplified. For example, the transient torque ripple of the driving
motor may excite the elastic mode of the SFRS. The bearing system has nonlinear contact
stiffness, which results in obvious frequency doubling phenomena of disturbance output
spectra [50]. Owing to the discontinuous support of rolling elements, time-varying stiffness
excitation is caused. The variation frequency of the stiffness is related to the number of
balls and the rotational speed. When the stiffness frequency equals the natural frequency
of the component structure, it will also cause large disturbance output and even structural
instability [51,52].

3. Micro Vibration Models of SFRSs

Considering the complex structures and various disturbance sources, effective model-
ing of the micro-vibration characteristics of the SFRS is one of the focuses of current research.
With reference to the types of micro-vibration models, the existing research mainly includes
the empirical model, analytical model, and hybrid model. The relevant progress will be
reviewed below.

3.1. Empirical Models

An empirical model is developed by statistical analysis of experimental results and
data fitting. Harsha [53] and Masterson et al. [54] first proposed such a model to predict
the influence of micro vibrations produced by the SFRS on the HST. The basic idea of
the empirical model is to assume that the disturbance of the SFRS is a series of discrete
harmonics with the amplitudes proportional to the square of the rotor speed Ω. The specific
form is presented as follows

f (t) =
n

∑
i=1

CiΩ2 sin(2πhiΩ + αi) (1)

where Ci, hi, αi represent the amplitude coefficient, order, and phase of the ith order
of harmonics, respectively. Since the final output of the SFRS disturbance is measured
experimentally, the empirical model (Equation (1)) can simultaneously reflect the harmonic
disturbance output and broadband noise of the SFRS. The core problem of empirical models
is to accurately identify the model parameters. The traditional amplitude spectra method
has the problem of energy leakage due to signal truncation in the time domain, which makes
the recognition accuracy of the amplitude coefficients very low. In order to overcome this
problem, Zhao et al. [55] proposed an energy compensation method, which can significantly
improve the identification accuracy of the empirical model parameters by improving the
local energy at the broadband resonant frequency. On this basis, they applied the empirical
model to the structural dynamic analysis of a spacecraft [56]. Recently, Yin et al. [57]
proposed a signal denoising method based on the singular value decomposition and Akaike
information criterion, and applied it to effectively extract the weak amplitude parameters
of micro-vibration harmonics of an RWA. Shields et al. [58] adopted the empirical model to
model the disturbing forces and moments of an RWA for a micro-cubic satellite. Analysis
of the ASTERIA mission showed that the RWA produces a jitter of about 0.1 arc sec (RMS
value) on the tip/tilt axis of the payload.

The interaction between various harmonics and structural modes of the SFRS is ne-
glected, and thus the empirical model may underestimate the micro vibration disturbance in
some speed ranges. Based on dynamic mass measurement technology, Elias and Miller [59]
proposed a coupling empirical model, which considered the dynamic mass coupling effect
of internal structural components of the RWA. Experimental results showed that [60] when
there is a strong coupling between the gyroscopic effect and micro-vibration harmonics of
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the rotating RWA, the proposed coupling empirical model provides better results compared
with the decoupling model. Shigemune and Yoshiaki [61] developed an empirical model
observer, which can detect low-frequency vibration disturbances. The dynamic simulation
results showed that the observer can reflect the influence of defects such as deviation, size
error, and mass imbalance on the micro-vibration disturbance of the SFRS. Recently, Xia
et al. [62] introduced an amplification factor coefficient, which enables the empirical model
to accurately consider the interaction between the SFRS structural mode and disturbance
harmonics. The results showed that the average error of the improved empirical model can
be controlled within 5%. Using the dynamic mass test method and quantitative impedance
theory, the improved empirical model can consider the influence of installation stiffness on
the disturbance test results.

Modal gain uncertainty refers to the fact that magnitudes of most of the high frequency
modes were not validated by test data. To protect against modal gain uncertainty, the jitter
analysis required a 100% margin on the current best estimate jitter when compared to the
allocated requirements. Uncertainty also exists in modal frequency. Only the frequencies
of primary (i.e., high modal mass) modes could be matched to the test data, and the
frequencies of other modes could be in error by 5% to 10% or more. In order to estimate the
impact of modal frequency uncertainty on the analysis results, the frequency sensitivity
analyses should be performed by either varying the FEM modal frequencies or the input
disturbance frequencies, by +/−10%. The worst-case result from the frequency sweep
studies was reported to guard against frequency uncertainty.

For the gimbal rotor system of CMG, Huang et al. [63] established a high-order ex-
tended harmonic disturbance observer (EHDO) model which can describe the disturbance
dynamics. Compared with the traditional extended disturbance observer, the EHDO
can estimate multiple disturbances with higher accuracy in lower bandwidth. Based on
this model, they also indirectly measured the dynamic imbalance excitation of the CMG
rotor [64].

3.2. Analytical Models

Based on the working principle and structural dynamic characteristics of the SFRS, the
analytical model is established by theoretical derivation, and its specific form is presented
as follows

M
..
x + (G + C)

.
x + Kx = F(t) (2)

where x denotes the vector of degrees of freedom (DoFs) of the SFRS, which can be described
as a five DoFs system which consists of one single DoF in axial translation, two DoFs in each
radial (or in-plane) translations, and two DoFs in each radial (or out-of-plane) rotations. M,
G, C, K are the mass, gyroscopic, damping, and stiffness matrices of the system, respectively.
The damping effects mainly arise from the bearings, interface plates, and isolators. Due to
low damping in the SFRS, however, damped natural frequencies do not significantly differ
from the undamped ones. F(t) is the external excitation vector considering the mechanical,
electromagnetic, and structural disturbances of the SFRS. Both sub- and higher harmonics,
and the broadband noise excitations, can be superimposed to fundamental harmonics in
F(t). Parameters for harmonic excitation modelling in Equation (1) include the amplitude
coefficients, and harmonic number considered in each DoF. Broadband excitations, on
the other hand, can be expressed as random noise components at this stage. Obviously,
Equation (2) shows a set of coupled second order differential equations.

Considering the residual imbalance of the SFRS as the only disturbance source,
Bialke [19] and Masterson [65] firstly established the analytical model of RWA. The model
ignored the axial and torsional degrees of freedom, and was essentially a four degrees-
of-freedom rotor model. As the two translational and two rocking degrees of freedom of
the SFRS were considered, thus the model could well reflect the influence of the internal
dynamic behavior of the SFRS on the micro-vibration output, including the dynamic ampli-
fication effect on the disturbance and gyroscopic effect of the high speed rotor. Li et al. [66]
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and Deng et al. [67] both studied the natural characteristics and whirl response of an SFRS
system based on the four degrees-of-freedom analytical model.

By taking into account the axial degree of freedom, Zhang et al. [68,69] proposed a
five degrees-of-freedom analytical model, to analyze the micro-vibration response of a soft
suspension-supported MWA system. The influence of mass imbalance, broadband noise,
and dynamic coupling between the installation foundation and flywheel were theoretically
predicted. The results indicated that the designed soft suspension system can effectively
suppress the high-frequency micro-vibration response. Zhang et al. [70,71] also carried out
numerical analysis and experimental research on the system. The results demonstrated
that the gyroscopic effect has a significant effect on the micro-vibration response of the
system under the acceleration state, and should be considered in the analytical model. The
consistency between the model predicted and the measured results could be significantly
improved by using the dynamic mass correction coefficient [72]. In addition, based on
the analytical model, they also established a new method to obtain the dynamic mass of
the RWA in its operating speed range [73]. Thus, an alternative measurement program
is developed, which can achieve good estimation in a wide frequency range by relatively
simple dynamic tests. For the SFRS supported by a two degrees-of-freedom radial magnetic
bearing and three degrees-of-freedom axial magnetic bearing, Peng et al. [74] established
a five degrees-of-freedom analytical model, and verified the correctness of the proposed
model through micro-vibration test. Luo et al. [75] introduced the five degrees-of-freedom
analytical model into the dynamic characteristic simulation of a multi-flywheel-shaft-
isolation coupling system. The results showed that the mass and inertia characteristics of the
system could be accurately reflected, and the gyroscopic effect of the multi-flywheel system
makes the structural modes of the system strongly coupled. Based on the nonlinear contact
force and the modified Coulomb friction model, Wan et al. [76] proposed an analytical
model for the clearance between the flywheel rotor and the rolling bearing. Through
the simulation analysis of the five degrees-of-freedom analytical model, the influence of
clearance length, angular driving velocity, and friction coefficient on the micro-vibration
characteristics of the MWA was studied.

Torque ripple and imbalanced magnetic pull would cause torsional and radial vibra-
tions of the SFRS. Using a single degree of freedom torsional vibration model, Chou and
Liaw [77] developed a robust dynamic control method for an RWA driven by the SPMSM,
and realized flywheel health state monitoring through friction torque estimation. Based
on the first principle, and considering the pure torsional degree of freedom of flywheel,
Alcorn et al. [78] established a full coupled model of an SFRS, and analyzed the influence
of static and dynamic imbalance on spacecraft jitter response. Based on the fully coupled
model, Wang et al. [79] proposed an adaptive momentum distribution jitter-control method.
The results demonstrated that the control method can significantly reduce the influence of
reaction wheel jitter, and improve the spacecraft control accuracy by an order of magnitude.
By introducing the torsional degree of freedom into the classical four degrees-of-freedom
analytical model, Aghalari and Shahravi [80] proposed a five degrees-of-freedom analytical
model of the RWA driven by a BLDC. The dynamic eccentric magnetic pull force and
gyroscopic effect, dry friction (relative small sliding), and bearing friction of the shaft joint
were considered. The model can reveal the micro-vibration characteristics of the RWA
under the acceleration state.

Narayan, Nair and Ghosal [81] proposed a more general six degrees-of-freedom
model to study the dynamic coupling between the SFRS and its bracket. After dynamic
simulation and vibration test, it was observed that the gyroscopic force produced by the
rotor is significant, which should be considered in the design of the mounting bracket. Wei
et al. [82] regarded the SFRS and vibration isolation platform with six degrees of freedom in
space as an integral system, and established an equivalent dynamic analytical model. It was
verified by eigenvalue and frequency response analysis. By analyzing the vibration isolation
performance of the platform under synchronous and high-order harmonic disturbances
induced by the SFRS, it was demonstrated that the position of critical speed of the flywheel
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has great influence on the effective speed range and disturbance attenuation rate of the
passive platform. Preda et al. [83] introduced the six degrees-of-freedom analytical model
into the modeling of the RWA/active vibration isolation platform/spacecraft coupling
system. Considering the flexibility of the bearing isolator, the gyroscopic effect of the
rotor, the dynamic characteristics of the actuator, and the closed-loop hysteresis, a robust
control strategy was proposed to realize active attenuation performance in a wide speed
range. By reasonably adjusting the parameters of the active controller, the robustness and
performance can be relatively balanced [84].

Most of the above analytical models focus on the modeling of mechanical disturbance
(mainly mass imbalance), electromagnetic disturbance, structural disturbance (including
support structure flexibility, vibration isolation platform coupling, etc.), and their influences
on the micro vibration of SFRSs [19,65–84]. The core supporting component, angular
contact rolling bearings, plays a decisive role in the performance, operation reliability,
and service life of the SFRS system. Among most of the existing analytical models, the
rolling bearing is usually simplified by a linear spring-damper system [19,65–84]. The
Hertzian contact, radial/axial clearance, surface waviness, and preloading conditions
would have a significant impact on the dynamic characteristics of rolling bearings, and then
affect the micro-vibration characteristics of the SFRS. Evidently, this linear treatment of
the rolling bearing is too ideal. Zhou et al. [85] introduced the high frequency interference
characteristics and nonlinear stiffness of rolling bearings into the analytical model of the
SFRS. Simulation results showed that when the bearing disturbance frequency is close to the
rotor translation mode at high speed, the dynamic amplification effect is even higher than
the micro-vibration response caused by the mass imbalance. In the model, the nonlinear
stiffness caused by surface waviness and the high frequency interference characteristics
of bearings were given by an empirical formula, which might reduce the accuracy of
the model.

The micro-vibration response of the SFRS is strongly coupled with the contact de-
formations between the rolling element and inner/outer raceways. How to accurately
describe such a relationship is the key to establish the analytical model of the SFRS. Most
current research mainly adopts the equivalent linear algorithm and the displacement co-
ordination algorithm to decouple the relationship. Although the calculation efficiency
is improved, the model accuracy is reduced. Based on the kinematic analysis of rolling
bearings [31,86], a research team led by Han and Chu proposed a nonlinear iterative algo-
rithm for load distribution of angular contact rolling bearings [87], which efficiently solved
the nonlinear algebraic equations describing the geometric relationship, force balance
relationship, elastohydrodynamic lubrication condition, and Hertzian contact of rolling
bearings. The proposed nonlinear iterative algorithm accurately described the strong
coupling relationship between the micro contact deformation and the dynamic response
of the SFRS. Taking a high-speed rotor supported by an aerospace 7004C type angular
contact rolling bearing as an example, the micro vibration response obtained by three
algorithms was compared [87]. The results showed that the dynamic response obtained
by the nonlinear iterative algorithm is closest to the measured results, while the other two
algorithms overestimate (for the displacement coordination algorithm) or underestimate
(for the equivalent linear algorithm) the micro-vibration response of the system. Com-
bined with the nonlinear iterative algorithm of angular contact rolling bearings, Wang
and Han [88] established a rigid-flexible coupling analytical model to accurately predict
the micro-vibration response of an SFRS. The influences of bearing geometric parameters,
preload, rotating speed, lubrication conditions, and other factors on the micro-vibration
response were analyzed and discussed. The micro vibration characteristics of the 350 type
MWA were studied. Comparisons with the measured results showed that the proposed
analytical model is reliable [88]: the rotating speed and its multiples, parametric excitation
frequencies caused by bearing stiffness variation, and characteristic frequencies caused by
raceway surface waviness, were accurately predicted, with frequency error less than 5%.
Except for the individual frequencies, the amplitude prediction error of key frequencies
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is within 30%. Based on the analytical model and frequency sweep analysis, it was found
that there are forward and backward whirling frequencies in the micro-vibration response,
which reflects the strong coupling effect between the flywheel structure and gyroscopic
effect. Among some speed ranges, for instance, the excitation frequency is close to the
natural frequency, and the amplitude mutation and jump appear in the micro-vibration
response, which is consistent with the test results.

The above analytical model is mainly aimed at the fixed-shaft type SFRS, including
the RWA, MWA, etc. There have been many studies on the non-fixed-shaft type SFRS
(mainly the CMG). From the point of view of concerns, they mainly focused on two
aspects: (1) how to prevent the CMG falling into a dynamic singularity state [89–91];
(2) and how to reduce the spacecraft jitter caused by the disturbance of the CMG gimbal
system [92–94]. However, from the perspective of structural dynamics, analytical modeling
and analysis of micro-vibration disturbance characteristics of CMG are rare. Although
the core component of the non-fixed-shaft type SFRS is still the high speed flywheel rotor,
there is a significant inertial gyro coupling between the high speed rotor and gimbal rotor
due to gimbal rotation. Based on the five degrees-of-freedom analytical model of the
high speed rotor, Luo et al. [95] firstly established a micro-vibration analytical model of a
single gimbal CMG (SGCMG), analyzed the combined stiffness characteristics, coupling
dynamics, and disturbance output characteristics, and revealed the variation of apparent
moment of inertia of the gimbal with high speed rotor speed. Based on the analytical model
of SGCMG, they [96] also investigated the dynamic characteristics of a vibration isolation
system with multiple SGCMGs. The results showed that the gyroscopic effect produced
by the rotating flywheel leads to several structural modes of the coupling system, hard or
soft. In addition, the gyroscopic effect of each SGCMG can interact with or counteract the
gyroscopic effect of other SGCMGs, resulting in coupled vibration modes. On this basis,
Shi et al. [97] adopted Luo’s analytical mode for the analysis and design of an SGCMG
vibration isolation platform. Li et al. [98] studied the micro-vibration characteristics of
CMG combined with the dynamic test results, and analyzed the influence of a flexible
interface on the micro-vibration characteristics of CMG using the dynamic substructure
method [99]. Through modal test and frequency response analysis, Wu et al. [100] studied
the transmission characteristics of micro vibration of CMG.

The micro vibration produced by the high-speed rotor of a CMG will affect the accuracy
and stability of the CMG’s output torque, reduce the stability of the CMG’s low-speed
gimbal control and the stability of the whole satellite attitude control, and directly affect
the accuracy of vibration-sensitive equipment on board, such as reducing the imaging
quality of a camera. Therefore, how to accurately predict the dynamic output torque of
a CMG and realize the traceability of high frequency interference components is one of
the key problems in high-performance spacecraft. In view of the leading role of the micro-
vibration characteristics of a high speed rotor on the output torque, several scholars have
studied the micro-vibration response of a high speed rotor from the perspective of dynamic
analytical modeling, and then discussed its influence mechanism on the output torque.
Zhang et al. [101] established a dynamic analytical model of a CMG, and analyzed the
influence of static and dynamic imbalance and installation error of a high speed rotor on the
high-frequency interference component of output torque. Furthermore, Zhang et al. [102]
introduced the flexibility of the support isolation structure into the proposed analytical
model, and conducted a dynamic analysis in the frequency domain for a CMG with an
isolation system, which verified the effectiveness of the designed system. Based on the
Newton-Euler method and moment of momentum theorem, considering the installation
error of the flywheel and micro-vibration response of the flywheel rotor system, Wang and
Han [103] derived the three-axis output torque of an SGCMG, characterized the coupling
transmission mechanism between the micro vibration of a high-speed flywheel rotor and
the output torque of the whole system, and discussed the effects of static and dynamic
eccentricity of the flywheel, the amplitude of bearing surface waviness, bearing axial
preload, and installation deflection angle on the output torque.
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3.3. Hybrid Models

The hybrid model, also known as the semi-analytical model, regards the analytical
model of the SFRS as a kind of specially designed filter, inputs the harmonic and broadband
disturbances obtained from the empirical model, and finally obtains the output of the
SFRS after calculation. Liu et al. [104] put forward the concept of the hybrid model for the
first time: f (t) =

n
∑

i=1
CiΩ2 sin(2πhiΩ + αi)

Qj(t)

 Superposition−−−−−−−→
[
M

..
x + (G + C)

.
x + Kx = F(t)

]
Filtering−−−−→

[
hybrid models

] (3)

The hybrid model effectively combines the advantages of the empirical model and the
analytical model. It can not only capture the structural dynamic characteristics of the SFRS,
but also explain the wide-band disturbance of the SFRS at low speed. Liu et al. [104] applied
it to interference modeling and jitter analysis of the RWA in SDO. Based on the hybrid
model, Park et al. [105] defined the transmission mechanism of micro vibration of the RWA,
and then successfully designed a multiple degrees-of-freedom micro-vibration simulator for
spacecraft shaking test research. Aiming at the parameter identification problem involved
in the hybrid model, Kim [106] proposed a two-step sequential optimization method,
and verified the effectiveness of the proposed method through numerical and test results.
Sanfedin et al. [107] applied the dual input–dual output method for hybrid modeling of
the RWA, and combined it with the dynamic model of a space telescope with two flexible
solar panels and antennas to investigate the possible coupling effect between the structural
and RWA flexible modes. The analysis results have certain guiding significance for passive
vibration isolation scheme design.

The focus of the hybrid model is to determine the specific amplitude of harmonic
and broadband disturbance. In general, it should be determined by repeated calibration
through tests. Several scholars have carried out fruitful work on the effective utilization of
experimental data. Using the disturbance input matrix to quantify the response changes of
different structures, Lellis et al. [108] developed a hybrid model. Practical application results
showed that the model can describe the typical behavior of a series of micro-vibration
sources of an RWA, and predict the worst case accurately with only a limited number of
devices considered. Based on the measured data of disturbing forces and torques in a
certain frequency band, Hur and Kim [109] proposed a hybrid model. The accuracy of the
proposed model was verified by comparing the predicted results with the measured PSD
function of the RWA. Through the additional evaluation method, the predicted response
of a single cantilever beam was compared with the measured value during the actual
operation of the RWA on the cantilever beam, which effectively improved the prediction
ability of the hybrid model for operating vibration. On the basis of the established hybrid
model, Hur [110] further proposed a source-path-receiver method for designing isolators
of RWA to reduce angular vibration on a flexible satellite.

For the convenience of researchers, the review of micro-vibration models of the SFRS
is summarized and listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of micro-vibration models of the SFRS.

Model
Types

Current
Studies

SFRS
Types DoFs

Disturbances
Applications

A B C D

Empirical

[53–58] RWA — —
√ √

x x Micro-vibration analysis of the whole spacecraft

[59–62] RWA — —
√ √

x
√

Influence of assembly error on micro vibration

[63,64] CMG — —
√ √

x x Multiple disturbances with higher accuracy in
lower bandwidth
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Table 1. Cont.

Model
Types

Current
Studies

SFRS
Types DoFs

Disturbances
Applications

A B C D

Analytical

[19,65–67] RWA 4
√

x x x Natural characteristics and whirl response

[68–76] MWA 5 †
√

x x
√ Dynamic coupling between the installation

foundation and SFRS

[77–80] RWA 5 ‡
√

x
√ √

Torsional and radial vibrations of SFRS

[81–84] RWA 6
√

x x
√

Dynamic coupling between SFRS and its bracket

[85–88] MWA 5 †
√ √

x
√ Nonlinear stiffness of rolling bearing and surface

waviness excitation

[95–103] CMG 5 + 3 §
√ √

x
√ Micro-vibration and dynamic output torque

characteristics of CMG

Hybrid
[104–107] RWA — —

√
x x x Interference modeling and jitter analysis of the

RWA in SDO

[108–110] RWA — —
√

x x
√ Typical behavior of a series of micro-vibration

sources of RWA

A : mechanical disturbance (rotor unbalance). B : mechanical disturbance (bearing non-ideal characteristics).

C : electromagnetic disturbance. D : structural disturbance. †: 4 DoFs + axial DoF. ‡: 4 DoFs + torsional DoF. §:
2 translational and 1 axial DoFs of the gimbal rotor.

4. Micro-Vibration Suppression of SFRSs

To date, two aspects of research have been examined to effectively reduce the micro
vibration of SFRSs: (1) suppression of micro vibration source and (2) control of transmission
path. Aspect (1) refers to the source suppression of SFRSs through structural innovation
design, while aspect (2) designs various isolation devices to effectively reduce the trans-
mission of micro vibration from the SFRS to the spacecraft. This section mainly reviews
the progress on aspect (1), while the next section will focus on the recent developments in
aspect (2).

4.1. Low Disturbance Flywheel Technology

In order to improve the moment of inertia and maintain a small mass, the flywheel
usually has a complex spoke structure, which is realized by the assembly of multiple
structural parts. The initial imbalance of the rotor is at a low level due to strict dynamic
balancing. However, due to assembly error, working conditions change, material wear
degradation, and other factors, the actual rotor imbalance still remains at a high level [111].
How to design a flywheel structure with low balance disturbance and suppression of micro
vibration at the source is the goal pursued by many scholars. In the study of RWA for a
nano-micro satellite, Inamori et al. [112] proposed use of a small size flywheel and limited
flywheel speed to reduce balance disturbance. Obviously, this method will have many
inconveniences when applied to medium and large spacecraft. Based on the pinciple of
electromagnetic induction, Kim et al. [113] proposed a spherical reaction flywheel. Since it
has no mechanical contact and can output control torque around any three axes in space,
the influence of balance disturbance was greatly reduced. Nagbhushan and Fitz-Coy [114]
proposed a novel multi-wheel structure, as shown in Figure 3. By controlling the rotation
speed and phase of each wheel, the residual balance disturbance between various wheels
can be cancelled or compensated, so as to reduce the overall disturbance output of the SFRS.
This novel design does not require accurate dynamic balancing treatment of the flywheel,
and has high reliability. When a single flywheel fails to work, other flywheels can work
normally and achieve partial imbalance compensation to ensure low disturbance output.
However, it is worth noting that this design introduces multiple groups of bearing systems,
and the micro-vibration disturbance caused by the bearing system is generally nonlinear,
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so it is difficult to eliminate the micro-vibration disturbance caused by the rolling bearing
through the same method of controlling the rotation speed and phase.
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With the development of rotor dynamic balancing technology, much attention has been
paid to automatic balancing technology in the process of operation. Automatic balancing
is an automatic adjustment process in which the principle axis of rotor inertia coincides
with its rotating axis by means of an automatic balancing device. According to whether the
external energy is required or not, the automatic balancing devices include both passive
and active types.

The passive type of automatic balancing device is mainly designed for a flexible rotor
in supercritical state, including the ball type [115,116], balanced pendulum type [117,118],
hydraulic type [119,120], etc. The passive type of automatic balancing device has the
advantages of simple structure, high reliability, and no requirement of external energy.
It has been successfully applied in washing machines and computer CD-ROM drives.
However, its application in SFRSs is still limited due to the disadvantage of increasing rotor
imbalance in the subcritical state. How to solve the problem of at least not increasing the
initial rotor imbalance in the range below the first critical speed is the key problem in the
design of passive automatic balancing devices.

In the active type of automatic balancing device, the balance head is installed on the ro-
tor, and the size and orientation of the internal mass of the balance head are adjusted by the
control system from the external input energy. The correction balance is generated to offset
the original imbalance, and then achieve the purpose of balancing the rotor. The active type
of automatic balancing device can be divided into electromagnetic [121,122], electrome-
chanical [123], liquid spraying [124,125], etc. Electromagnetic or electromechanical balance
heads generally contain two balance masses which can move along the circumference or in
a radial direction. The relative position between them can be adjusted by electromagnetic or
mechanical forces to obtain the correction balance. Liquid spraying balance heads include
several fan-shaped cavities which are not connected with each other, and each of them
corresponds to a nozzle. The flow rate of each nozzle can be effectively controlled to achieve
rotor balance. The active type of automatic balancing device has the advantages of flexible
adjustment, fast balancing speed, and high efficiency, and has a good balancing effect for
both rigid and flexible rotors. At present, it is widely used in the design of motorized
spindle rotors. However, active automatic balancing devices make great changes to the
rotor structure and require an additional energy supply. For the SFRS, which has many
limitations such as structure, mass and space, how to apply an active automatic balancing
device still needs further research.
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4.2. Elastic Supports

In addition to the design of flywheel structures with low balance disturbance, the
supporting structure of the flywheel could be designed to have certain elastic and damping
dissipation characteristics, which would also be beneficial to micro-vibration suppression
for an SFRS. Aglietti et al. [68,69] put forward a flywheel technology based on elastic
supports (see Figure 4), which are used to filter out the disturbance in the high frequency
range by connecting the elastic support structure in series with the bearing inside the
flywheel. Through a series of numerical simulations, the flywheel prototype was developed
and verified to have good low disturbance characteristics by dynamic tests [70–73]. Satellite
Service Ltd. manufactured a low-disturbance flywheel product based on this design,
and has carried out aerospace application [68]. Kawak [126] proposed a novel two-stage
viscoelastic structure to suppress shock vibration, structural resonance, and drive motor
noise, respectively. The studied application on a small agile satellite showed that the
attenuation provided by the two-stage viscoelastic support structure can reach a slope of
−80 dB/dec. Huang et al. [127] proposed a flexible annular structure, which is supported
on the wheel arms and inner edge through independent viscoelastic cushion blocks and
elastic buffers, respectively. Both simulation and test results showed that the flexible
structure can significantly suppress the radial and axial modal micro vibration of an SFRS
at different speeds under the premise that the loss coefficient and proportional damping
coefficient are greater than 0.2 and 6 Ns/m, respectively.
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Jacobs et al. [128,129] proposed an intelligent support structure based on the piezo-
electric damping technique. The whole flywheel structure was not modified, and only an
elastic gasket structure made of piezoelectric material was installed in the bearing assembly.
The piezoelectric gasket can convert the micro-vibration energy into electrical energy for
dissipation, and it can achieve wide band micro-vibration suppression by tuning the work-
ing frequency of the device. Hindle et al. [130] introduced an I-shaped flexure structure
to adjust the radial length between the piezoelectric gasket and the bearing. The results
showed that the flywheel structure is only slightly changed, and the impact of the quality
of the additional piezoelectric gasket is usually small, which can be ignored. By improving
the connection between the bearing system and housing, the technology is developing
towards intelligent support of the rotor system, which is a good reference point for future
SFRS design.

4.3. Maglev Bearing

At present, mechanical rolling bearings are widely used in SFRSs. By strictly control-
ling the machining and assembly accuracy (the accuracy level of most aerospace rolling
bearings has reached P4), the non-ideal characteristics of bearing components, such as
ovality, surface waviness, and friction characteristics, are at a low level. However, due to
the inherent shortcomings of mechanical rolling bearings, such as contact friction, viscous
torque, zero crossing dead zone, etc., significant mechanical disturbance is still produced
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in real applications [131]. The introduction of new supporting technology to replace the
traditional mechanical bearing is the direction of joint efforts of both academic and indus-
trial circles.

Maglev bearings exhibit the advantages of no contact, no friction, no lubrication, high
precision, and long service life. They allow the high speed rotor to rotate according to the
inertial principle axis, thus effectively reducing the impact of imbalance on the performance
of the actuator [132,133]. Through active vibration control, the vibration interference to
the spacecraft can be greatly reduced. Therefore, an SFRS based on maglev bearings has
been widely examined by researchers. The maglev RWA/MWA [134–136] and maglev
CMG [137,138] have been designed successively.

There is still rotor balance disturbance, electromagnetic disturbance, and structural
disturbance in SFRSs with maglev bearings. Using the magnetic bearing to control the
micro vibration caused by these disturbances will produce control current, increase the
power consumption of the system, and even lead to saturation of the power amplifier.
How to suppress these disturbances has become the main problem to be solved in the
application of maglev bearing in SFRSs [139]. To address the synchronous vibration of
maglev SFRSs caused by balance disturbance, Liu et al. [140] proposed a vibration control
method through the open-loop bearing force compensation and the adaptive notch filter.
Both simulation and test results showed that the proposed method can effectively suppress
the imbalance vibration of maglev SFRSs in the whole speed range. Tang et al. [141]
extended this method with closed-loop control to suppress imbalanced vibration when the
rotor speed of a maglev SFRS exceeds the critical speed. Based on multiple notch filters and
adaptive synchronous compensation, Xu, Chen, and Zhang [142] proposed an automatic
balancing method for a maglev SFRS. Considering the synchronous and frequency-varying
characteristics of the imbalanced excitation of a maglev SFRS, Peng et al. [143] proposed a
special micro-vibration suppression method based on the small gain theory, which can not
only eliminate the synchronous current fluctuation, but also have a good compensation
effect on the displacement stiffness fluctuation of the permanent magnet bias bearing.
Based upon this, they [144] considered the control phase lag factor, and further proposed a
high-precision synchronous micro-vibration suppression method.

The above research is mainly aimed at the maglev RWA or MWA. For a maglev
CMG system, the angular motion of the gimbal would also impose additional load on the
magnetic bearing, which increases the control difficulty. Aiming at the problem of fast
uncertainty compensation for the maglev CMG, Basaran et al. [145] proposed a compound
adaptive output feedback control strategy based on Lyapunov theory. Control simulations
showed that the high speed rotor of the maglev CMG has stronger gyroscopic effect due to
the non-contact support. Tang et al. [146] presented the concept of inertia ratio, to study
the relationship between the rotor structure and gyroscopic effect. A cross-feedback control
method with pre-modulation gain was proposed to effectively suppress the influence of
gyroscopic effects in a wider speed range. The results can provide useful enlightenment for
the mechanical design and gimbal stability research of maglev SFRSs.

Theoretically, the magnetic bearing can eliminate friction and suppress vibration,
thus greatly improving the performance of SFRSs. However, due to the introduction of
the control system, the bearing system becomes much more complex with high power
consumption. As is well known, spacecraft have strict restrictions on the internal space
and total mass of the system. How to use a maglev SFRS in aerospace engineering practice
still needs to be solved [147].

For the convenience of researchers, the review of techniques for micro-vibration
suppression of the SFRS is summarized and listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Summary of techniques for micro-vibration suppression of the SFRS.

Suppression
Techniques Current Studies Advantages Disadvantages Applications

Low disturbance
flywheel technology

Multi-wheel structure
[114]

Low precision dynamic
balancing treatment;

high reliability

Difficult to eliminate
disturbances of rolling

bearing
Prototype

Passive type of
automatic balancing

device [115–120]

Simple structure, high
reliability, no

requirement for
external energy

Increasing imbalance in
subcritical state Not yet used in SFRSs

Active type of
automatic balancing

device [121–125]

Flexible adjustment,
fast balancing,

balancing effect for
both rigid and flexible

rotors

Great changes to rotor
structure, needs

additional energy
Not yet used in SFRSs

Elastic supports

Viscoelastic damping
material

[68–73,126,127]

Passive type, high
reliability, no

requirement for
external energy

Changes to the
structure, limited effect

on low-frequency
micro vibration

Widely used in SFRSs

Piezoelectric damping
material [128–130]

Intelligent support,
wide band

micro-vibration
suppression

Needs dissipative
circuits Prototype

Maglev bearing [132–147]

No contact, no friction,
no lubrication, high

precision, long service
life

Complex structure,
high power

consumption

Demonstration
application in SFRSs

5. Micro-Vibration Isolation of SFRSs

In addition to the micro vibration suppression techniques, designing an isolation
device is also an effective way to reduce the transmission of micro vibration from the SFRS
to the platform. At present, a great number of isolation prototypes and products have been
developed, including passive types, active types, and hybrid types [148]. According to
the technical path, the existing micro-vibration isolation technologies can be divided into:
(1) micro-vibration isolation based on a folded-beam structure; (2) micro-vibration isolation
based on rod elements, and (3) micro-vibration isolation based on maglev technology. In
addition, the introduction of nonlinear factors (including nonlinear damping and quasi-
zero stiffness) to broaden the operational frequency band of a vibration isolation system,
and improve its low-frequency vibration isolation performance, is also the direction of
many scholars’ efforts. The relevant progress will be reviewed in the following.

5.1. Micro-Vibration Isolation Based on a Folded Beam Structure

On the premise of not changing the internal structure of the SFRS, vibration isolation
technology based on a folded-beam structure uses a low stiffness platform composed of
multiple continuous short beams to reduce the installation stiffness between the SFRS and
the spacecraft, and reduce the transmission of micro vibration between them. Kamesh
et al. [149] first proposed the scheme (see Figure 5a), carried out the corresponding theoreti-
cal analysis and experimental research (see Figure 5b), and verified the effectiveness of the
passive method for vibration isolation of RWA. Kamesh et al. [150] further pointed out that
sticking piezoelectric intelligent material on the short beam can realize intelligent vibration
isolation of an SFRS. However, the gyroscopic effect induced by the high speed rotor was
ignored in the design of the folded-beam structure. In fact, the gyroscopic effect will change
the frequency distribution of the rotor system, and thereby have an important impact on
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the vibration characteristics of the system. Especially for a low stiffness gyroscopic system
composed of a folded-beam structure and an SFRS, this effect might be significant.
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In view of this, Zhou et al. [151] proposed a similar folded-beam vibration isolation
platform, and deduced an analytical model of RWA and vibration isolation device con-
sidering gyroscopic effects. Zhou et al. [152] further conducted a series of dynamic tests.
On the basis of verification of the analytical model, it was pointed out that the flywheel
rotation has a significant impact on the critical speed of the coupling system including the
folded-beam structure, and should be paid full attention when designing the vibration
isolation system. Wei et al. [153] conducted a study on the performance of the folded-beam
vibration isolation device for an SFRS. The results demonstrated that the overall output
disturbance of the SFRS can be minimized by optimizing the beam structure, but there is a
compromise between the performances of the SFRS at different speeds. Using the finite
element electromechanical coupling method, Luo et al. [154] analyzed the performance of
the active folded-beam structure with a surface bonded piezoelectric actuator. A modal
frequency shift method was proposed to widen the low frequency vibration isolation range.
Numerical simulation results showed that the desired isolation effect can be achieved by
using a hybrid response feedback method. By paralleling the spatial folded-beam structure
with a negative-stiffness magnetic spring, Dong et al. [155] proposed a novel vibration
isolator with “high-static low-dynamic” characteristics. The natural frequency of the iso-
lator was reduced, and the low-frequency bandwidth was effectively widened. Through
dynamic tests of the prototype, theoretical prediction results were verified.

Generally speaking, a vibration isolation platform based on the folded-beam structure
has better passive (even active) isolation performance. However, it is usually suitable for
fixed-axis type SFRS. For the non-fixed type SFRS, such a type of isolation platform might
not be suitable.

5.2. Micro-Vibration Isolation Based on Rod Elements

A damping dissipation material is encapsulated into the cylindrical shell to realize
the vibration isolation rod element. A vibration isolation rod unit for an SFRS requires
long-term service in orbit, and its working environment is quite different from that of the
traditional isolation rod unit on the ground. The vibration amplitude is usually in the
order of micro-meters, and it also has to withstand severe conditions (radiation, vacuum,
high and low temperatures alternating for a long time). After comparing the common
damping dissipation forms of vibration isolation rod elements, as shown in Table 3, Zhang
et al. [156] considered that the eddy current damper has certain advantages owing to its
strong adaptability and high sensitivity. New metal damping materials, such as metal
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rubber and steel wire rope, also have good application prospects. However, it is necessary
to further verify their isolation performance under a micro-vibration environment in
orbit. Based on the nonlinear dynamic modeling and fluid structure coupling analysis,
Jiao et al. [157] considered that a viscous fluid damper can also be used for isolating the
vibration of the SFRS.

Table 3. Comparison of several damping principles.

Damping
Types Advantages Disadvantages Applications

Viscous
damping

Various forms,
high damping

ratio

Greatly affected by temperature,
aging gassing problem, strength

problem

Distributed,
independent

Fluid
damping

Large damping
force

Potential leakage risk, easy to jam
under zero gravity Independent

Eddy current
damping

All metal, high
sensitivity

Relatively small damping force
under the same volume

Used inside the
vibration isolator

Dry friction
damping All metal Sound effect only in large

deformation Used in joint parts

Particle
damping

Not affected by
temperature

Nonlinear, low energy-loss factor,
only suitable for large load

conditions, needs special design of
anti-weight device

Independent
cavity

Similar to vibration isolation platforms based on the folded-beam structure, the vibra-
tion isolation platform based on rod elements also does not change the internal structure of
the SFRS, but uses several independent rod units with a certain topological configuration.
There are many kinds of vibration isolation mechanisms, and the number and installation
configuration of rod units can be designed arbitrarily under certain conditions. The vibra-
tion isolation method based on rod elements is more flexible and reliable, so it has been
widely used in aerospace. At present, there are four kinds of vibration isolation platforms
for SFRSs, including unidirectional platforms, three-leg platforms, six-leg platforms, and
eight-leg platforms.

5.2.1. Unidirectional Platform

Only the axial isolation ability of the rod element is used in a unidirectional platform.
The application of the unidirectional platform was first found in the axial vibration isolation
of RWA in HST. Rodden et al. [158] installed the isolation rod unit parallel to the axial
direction of the flywheel rotor to isolate the micro-vibration disturbance along the RWA
axis. The rod element was made of a metal spring and viscous flow damper in parallel. The
former can reduce axial support stiffness, while the latter can reduce the peak disturbance
value. Wang and Zheng [159] proposed a transfer function method with two steps to
improve the efficiency of parameter optimization design. Kown et al. [160] braided a
superelastic shape-memory alloy wire into an annular structure for axial vibration isolation
of RWAs. The experimental results showed that such an axial unit can effectively isolate
the strong impact in the launch phase and the micro vibration in the orbit phase. When
studying the influence of micro vibration of the SFRS on the imaging quality of space
cameras, Li et al. [161] optimized the stiffness and damping characteristics of the axial
vibration isolation rod element, and the image motion caused by the micro vibration was
less than 0.1 pixel. Chen et al. [162] developed a dual axial vibration isolation unit, which
can improve the attenuation rate (can reach 69.0%) in the high frequency band on the
premise of keeping the structure compact.

All the above unidirectional platforms belong to the passive vibration isolation type,
and thus have high reliability. However, the performance of this type of isolation platform
is limited when dealing with the wide-band disturbance of the SFRS at variable speeds. Oh
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et al. [163] adopted a metal spring and viscous flow damper to make a semi-active vibration
isolation rod element. An actuator made of TiNi shape-memory alloy and a piston were
used to adjust the damping characteristics of the viscous flow damper. Several rod elements
were installed in the rotating plane to reduce the radial disturbance force. In the low-speed
region, the throttle hole is closed to increase the viscous flow damping, while in the high-
speed region, the throttle hold is opened to reduce the damping. Magliacano et al. [164]
proposed an active vibration control (AVC) concept for vibration reduction. In the context of
the presented activity, the floor panel was studied as a test case for an AVC implementation
based on the use of piezoelectric actuators. A preliminary numerical activity was performed
for the correct evaluation of the dynamic behavior of the system under specific external
disturbance spectra. The principal results showed a good ability of the actuation system
to manage the control signals in terms of vibrational energy; this outcome indicates that
piezoelectric patches could be good candidates as adequate actuation devices.

Makihara et al. [165] designed three kinds of semi-active vibration isolation rod
elements, which are composed of piezoelectric materials and switch-controlled passive
circuits. Numerical simulations showed that the system can remain stable even if the
control system fails. Zhang et al. [166] proposed a hybrid vibration isolation rod element
composed of an active piezoelectric stack actuator and a passive rubber damper. Based
on the establishment of dynamic models and the derivation of the transfer rate formula, a
control algorithm was developed using the linear quadratic regulator method. Prototype
tests showed that the hybrid isolator element can effectively eliminate the resonant peak,
and the passive rubber damper can still isolate part of the vibration when the active
controller fails. Wang et al. [167] also proposed a passive/active hybrid vibration isolator,
by combining an oil-filled bellows (the passive element) and an inertial actuator (the
active element). An adaptive control method based on the least mean square algorithm
was adopted to suppress the transmission of micro vibrations caused by the sinusoidal,
impulsive, and random disturbances. Dynamic tests showed that the passive rod element
has a reasonable amplification factor, and the attenuation slope was −40 dB/dec. The
inertial actuator can suppress both sinusoidal and random disturbances.

5.2.2. Three-Leg Platform

Generally speaking, the disturbance output of an SFRS is multi-directional, and the
above-mentioned unidirectional vibration isolation is mainly aimed at one single direction
(such as axial or radial). In order to improve generality, the rod units are usually assembled
into a vibration isolation platform to realize multi-directional or even omni-directional
isolation of the SFRS. According to the number of isolation rods, the multi-directional
isolation platform is divided into three-leg platforms, six-leg platforms and eight-leg
platforms. This section mainly describes research progress on three-leg platforms.

Guan et al. [168] made a multi-directional spring and metal rubber into a passive
vibration isolation rod unit, and put forward a prototype of a three-leg platform. The
introduction of a multi-directional spring can realize multi-directional vibration isolation
of the SFRS, and compensate the additional displacement caused by the hinge clearance at
both ends of the rod unit. However, it is difficult to ensure that each rod element has the
same stiffness characteristics along various directions during manufacturing, which makes
the support stiffness of the proposed three-leg platform uncertain.

If the degree of freedom of a single rod element can be limited, the above uncertainty
can be reduced. In general, only expansion and contraction along the axial direction of
the rod element are retained, therefore the three-leg platform has only three degrees of
freedom. Zhao et al. [169] proposed a semi-active vibration isolation platform with three
translational degrees of freedom. Based on a bellows and a viscous fluid damper, Lee
et al. [170] designed a similar three-leg isolator. By improving the design of the bellows
diaphragm and adopting a special heat treatment process, the isolator can withstand a large-
amplitude vibration environment without permanent deformation during launching. In
order to ensure good performance in orbit, the viscous fluid in the bellows was sealed under
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vacuum conditions. The vibration isolation performance of the proposed three-leg isolation
platform was systematically evaluated through ground simulation tests of launch impact
and in-orbit micro vibration. A three-leg active vibration isolation platform is realized by
Li et al. [171] by using the spatial parallel connection of three piezoelectric actuators and a
proposed hybrid control strategy. Through dynamic testing of the prototype, the results
demonstrated that the vibration isolation platform has a good low-frequency isolation
performance (less than 10 Hz) along three translational directions.

In addition to translational degrees of freedom, the three-leg platform can also achieve
rotational degrees of freedom. Based on the active piezoelectric actuator and the lever
principle, the active three-leg isolation platform proposed by Kim et al. [172] can real-
ize one translational and two rotational degrees of freedom in the mounting plane. Xu
et al. [173,174] proposed a passive three-leg platform through a specially designed vis-
coelastic damping rod element, which achieved the same degree of freedom as Kim’s plat-
form [172]. Test results showed that the viscoelastic material has good energy-dissipation
performance under micro-vibration conditions. Under sinusoidal excitation, white noise
excitation, and given excitation, the acceleration response of the platform was significantly
reduced, indicating that the proposed three-DoF three-leg platform can effectively sup-
press micro-vibration disturbance of the SFRS. To improve the low-frequency isolation
performance of the platform, Xu et al. [175] further proposed an intelligent platform com-
bined with a magnetic fluid damper, which has excellent isolation performance in a wide
frequency range (0–500 Hz).

5.2.3. Six-Leg Platform

The three-leg platform cannot meet the requirement of omni-directional vibration
isolation of the SFRS. The number of isolation rod units must be increased. As early
as 1995, Spanos et al. [176] first proposed a six-leg vibration isolation platform for the
MWA. The rod unit was made of a mechanical spring in parallel with the electromagnetic
voice coil actuator. Force-feedback active control was applied to improve the passive
vibration isolation performance. Six rod elements interacted with each other to realize omni-
directional vibration isolation. Since the rod element has only one degree of freedom along
the rod direction, the interaction between the rod elements in turn leads to motion coupling
between the rod elements. Using the Stewart-Gough configuration, Spanos et al. [176]
further designed the six rod elements as the six sides of a cube, arranging them in parallel
or vertical relationships. The results demonstrated that the Stewart-Gough configuration
can effectively reduce the coupling effect between various rod elements. Under small
amplitude conditions, each rod element can be considered completely decoupled [177,178].
Pendergast et al. [179] designed a similar Stewart passive vibration isolation platform for
each RMA on the Chandra telescope. Each isolation rod element was made of a mechanical
spring and a viscoelastic material. The test results showed that the vibration isolation effect
is obvious.

Lee et al. [180] proposed a hybrid vibration isolation platform based on the Stewart
configuration for micro-vibration isolation of the RWA. The rod element was composed
of two bellows springs and an electromagnetic voice coil actuator in series. Dynamic
tests showed that the passive link can significantly suppress high-frequency disturbance,
while the active link combined with a notch filter can significantly reduce low-frequency
disturbance. Taking into account the difference of natural modes of each isolation rod of the
Stewart platform, Yang et al. [181] proposed a dynamic isotropic design method, so that the
non-zero natural frequencies of six rod elements were the same. Based on a decentralized
active controller, the six-axis vibration control was decoupled into six identical controls of a
single-axis vibration isolator. The uniform angular frequency and optimal active damping
can be obtained by a Stewart-design platform. Furthermore, considering the additional
stiffness cuased by S-type and U-type flexible joints, Yang et al. [182] established a dynamic
model of the six-axis vibration isolator of the flexible Stewart platform using a quasi-rigid
model and virtual work principle, and then used that model for the decoupling controller
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design. A Stewart six-leg vibrationisolation platform for MWAs of large space telescopes
was designed by Qin et al. [183]. Based on the coupling dynamic model of telescope
optical payloads and vibration isolation platforms, structural optimization was conducted
to reduce the bandwidth of the integral mode of the telescope optical payload. Simulation
and ground tests showed that the six-leg vibration isolation platform can significantly
attenuate the disturbance transmitted to the optical payload of the telescope.

The Stewart configuration can effectively solve the coupling problem between the
rod elements and provides convenience for active control. Therefore, in addition to the
above six-leg platforms for SFRSs, researchers have also designed a great number of active
Stewart platforms for vibration isolation of sensitive spacecraft loads and active control
of precise pointing [184,185]. In general, these include two types: hard active mount
(HAM) and soft active mount (SAM). The HAM usually uses actuators with a small stroke,
such as piezoelectric ceramic actuators [186–189], magnetostrictive actuators [190], etc.
For example, Anderson et al. [187] developed a satellite ultra-quiet isolation technology
experiment. The actuator used in SAMs usually has a large stroke, such as voice coil linear
motors [191,192] or permanent magnet/coil actuators [193,194]. For example, a six-leg
isolation platform was developed by Thayer et al. [191]. Compared with the HAM, the
SAM has a greater stroke, so it has a greater ability to accurately point and control sensitive
loads. In addition, the lower support stiffness makes the vibration isolation frequency
lower. However, in ground testing of the SAM, it is necessary to unload the gravity of a
vibration-isolated load. It should also be fixed with bolts for launch protection, which may
lead to inconsistencies between space and ground application and increase the uncertainty
of the system.

Compared with isolation platforms based on the folded-beam structure, the advantage
of Stewart-based six-leg vibration isolation platforms is that it is easy for them to achieve
omni-directional isolation, and thus they can be applied to the vibration isolation of single
or multiple SFRSs simultaneously. In fact, most of the CMGs on spacecraft are installed
in clusters, and the groups of CMGs have pyramid, double-parallel, and other forms,
which are chosen according to the requirements of specific space missions. The demand
for diversity brings more space for application of the six-leg vibration isolation platform.
Zhang et al. [195–199] conducted research on the isolation design of satellite CMG groups
by using Stewart isolation-platform technology, and discussed the influence of isolation
devices on flexible spacecraft accessories.

5.2.4. Eight-Leg Platform

Based on the six-leg platform, two isolation rod units are added to form the eight-leg
platform, which improves the reliability of the system. The eight-leg isolation platform for
CMGs group is designed by Heiberg et al. [200]. This special configuration integrated the
vibration isolation platform and the CMG group, forming the idea of overall vibration isola-
tion. The advantage of overall isolation is that it can greatly save volume and provide more
valuable space for other payloads. The CMG groups of the World View-1 and -2 satellites
launched by Digital Globe have adopted this integrated vibration isolation technology.

Recently, Huang et al. [201] reported a passive eight-leg isolation platform for a CMG
group, and proposed an optimization method based on the frequency response function
substructure method. Each isolation element consists of a metal rod and a three-parameter
isolator in series. Numerical results showed that the proposed optimization method
can be used in the design of an eight-leg platform. Luo et al. [202] used a constrained
nonlinear multi-objective function to characterize the optimization problem of a passive
eight-leg isolation platform, and proposed a hybrid genetic algorithm and sequential
quadratic programming to obtain the optimal solution. Taking multiple MWAs with typical
topology as an example, the optimization results and sensitivity of the theoretical model
were verified.
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5.3. Micro-Vibration Isolation Based on Maglev Technology

In addition to the above vibration isolation technology based on folded beam and
rod elements, isolation technology based on maglev actuators has also attracted much
attention in recent years. The research shows that maglev actuators have outstanding
advantages, such as non-contact and long travel. Low-frequency vibration isolation could
be realized through appropriate active control of the maglev actuator. To realize active
control of a maglev vibration isolation platform, measuring the acceleration level with
high precision is necessary. Wu et al. [203] developed a method to reduce the noise of
angular acceleration measurement, and analyzed the influence of installation error and
accelerometer azimuth error. Simulation and experimental results demonstrated that the
method is suitable for a variety of maglev vibration isolation platforms. Gong et al. [204]
conducted the system integration and control design of a 6-DoF maglev vibration isolation
platform, and designed the necessary controller. In the range of 200 mrad, the attenuation
ratio was 40 dB/dec in the low-frequency range (1–10 Hz). Conventional control methods
mainly aim at specific payload tasks, and therefore lack versatility and transferability.
Actual spacecraft payloads are often in dynamic unpredictable states. Self-decoupling and
robust vibration control are necessary to realize the vibration control of maglev isolation
platforms. Gong et al. [205] proposed a new control strategy, which was composed of a self-
constructed radial basis function neural network inversion decoupling scheme (SRBFNNI)
and a hybrid adaptive feed-forward internal model control (HAFIMC). The SRBFNNI
enabled the maglev vibration isolation platform to establish the self-inverse model with
less prior knowledge and realize self-decoupling. According to the particularity of maglev
structures, a HAFIMC with adaptive parts dealing with periodic disturbance and internal
model dealing with stability was proposed to solve the vibration control problem.

5.4. Micro-Vibration Isolation Using Nonlinear Factors

In recent years, many scholars have introduced nonlinear factors into vibration isola-
tion systems based on nonlinear theory, which effectively widens the working frequency
band of the vibration isolation system and improves low-frequency vibration isolation
performance. To meet the ultra-high vibration isolation requirements of high-precision
spacecraft, vibration isolation technology using nonlinear factors has good development
potential. The nonlinear characteristic output spectrum (nCOS) was constructed to analyze
and design vibration isolation systems with nonlinear factors. Jing et al. [148] reviewed
the research progress in this field, and divided the nonlinear factors into two categories:
nonlinear damping and nonlinear stiffness.

In terms of nonlinear damping vibration isolation technology, a viscoelastic damper
with cubic nonlinearity is the most studied [206]. The traditional linear viscoelastic damping
material has a narrow working frequency band. By introducing cubic nonlinearity, the
working frequency band of the system has been greatly extended. Using the output
frequency response function method, a cubic damping vibration isolation system with
a single degree of freedom was analyzed and designed. The single degree-of-freedom
system was extended to a multiple degrees-of-freedom system, and the influence of single
or multiple cubic nonlinear damping effects on the system’s transmissibility was studied.
In addition, damping elements with geometric nonlinearity have also been successfully
introduced into the isolation system [207]. The research progress of nonlinear viscoelastic-
damping vibration isolation technology can be seen in Jing’s review [148]. In addition to
viscoelastic damping, the shunt-damping strategy, as an effective semi-active or passive
control method, has attracted much attention owing to its low power consumption, lack
of need for sensors, and high stability. Yan et al. [208–210] introduced the nonlinear
factor into a traditional electromagnetic shunt-damping structure, and effectively widened
the working bandwidth of the isolator by using the unique bistable characteristics of
the nonlinear system. Stabile et al. [211] connected a negative resistance circuit with
electromagnetic shunt damping to construct a semi-active damper, and proposed a design
method. On this basis, they [212] extended it to a vibration isolation rod structure with two
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collinear DoF, and manufactured a vibration isolation platform for the RWA. Theoretical
and experimental results demonstrated that the two-stage damping provided by two
separate electromagnetic shunt circuits can eliminate the resonance peak and obtain a
significant attenuation rate of −80 dB/dec when applied to a suspension mass of 5 kg.
The designed damping requirements and stability conditions can be achieved over a wide
operating temperature range (−20 ◦C to +50 ◦C).

Although the dynamic response of natural frequencies or higher can be greatly at-
tenuated by using nonlinear damping, the effect of vibration isolation is not ideal at a
low-frequency band. Many scholars have explored the introduction of nonlinear stiffness to
improve the performance of vibration isolation systems at a low-frequency band. Previous
research progress shows that the vibration isolation system has high static stiffness and
low dynamic stiffness (i.e., high-static low-dynamic, HSLD) through nonlinear stiffness
design, such as quasi-zero stiffness and negative stiffness, so as to obtain ideal vibration
isolation performance. Jing et al. [148] reviewed the research progress in this field. Recently,
Zhou et al. [213] designed a vibration isolation rod with quasi-zero stiffness based on
a specially designed cam roller spring mechanism, and arranged it in a pyramid shape
to realize a quasi-zero stiffness vibration isolation platform with six degrees of freedom.
To improve the vibration isolation performance of the passive Stewart platform, Zhang
et al. [214] used a negative-stiffness magnetic spring to construct the HSLD strut. On the
premise that the load capacity of the platform is not reduced, the resonant frequency can
be effectively reduced. Then, they [215] connected the HSLD strut and a spatial swing
mechanism in series to realize a passive multi-directional isolation platform. Palomares
et al. [216] proposed a negative-stiffness system (NSS) based on two pneumatic linear
actuators. Experimental results showed that the vibration attenuation rate was improved
by 58% compared with a passive system without NSS. Jing et al. [217] first coupled the shear
structure with a lever-type anti-resonant structure, and constructed a hybrid lever isolation
system. The results showed that the hybrid system has good nonlinear characteristics, and
can obtain a wider cut-off bandwidth by increasing the anti-resonant frequency. Recently,
inspired by animal limb shapes in jumping and landing, Jing et al. [218,219] proposed
a bionic vertical asymmetric X-shaped structure and systematically studied its vibration
isolation performance. The results provided a new understanding of the modeling, gravity
effect, asymmetry ratio and nonlinear response of X-shaped structures, which is helpful in
the practical application of this kind of structure. Sun et al. [220] and Yang et al. [221] re-
spectively introduced the parabolic cam roller negative-stiffness mechanism and three-bar
linkage mechanism into the traditional shear structure, so that the constructed vibration
isolation platform had an asymmetric and HLDS stiffness, which effectively improved the
low-frequency isolation performance of the shear structure. In fact, in addition to using
various means to achieve HLDS stiffness, the use of nonlinear energy sinks [222,223] and
time delay effects [224] are also expected to improve the low-frequency vibration isolation
performance of the platform.

For the convenience of researchers, the review of techniques for micro-vibration
isolation of the SFRS is summarized and listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Summary of techniques for micro-vibration isolation of the SFRS.

Isolation
Techniques Current Studies Advantages Disadvantages Applications

Folded beam
structure [149–155] Simple structure; easy to achieve

active isolation

Affected by gyroscopic
effect; not suitable for
non-fixed type SFRSs

Prototype

Rod element
Unidirectional

platform [158–167]

Axial isolation; both
semi-active/active isolation can be

achieved; high reliability

Single direction isolation;
unsuitable for

multi-directional isolation

Widely used in
SFRSs
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Table 4. Cont.

Isolation
Techniques Current Studies Advantages Disadvantages Applications

Rod element

Three-leg platform
[168–175]

Multi-directional vibration
isolation; both

translational/rotational directions
can be achieved; wider

frequency range

Uncertainty exists in
support stiffness;

unsuitable for
omni-directional isolation

Prototype

Six-leg platform
[176–199]

Omni-directional vibration
isolation; both passive/active

isolation can be achieved;
good versatility

Motion coupling between
rod elements; complicated

structure

Used in actual
SFRSs

Eight-leg platform
[200–202]

Omni-directional vibration
isolation; suitable for groups of

SFRSs; high reliability

Complicated structure;
difficult to control

Used in actual
SFRSs

Maglev technology [203–205]
Non-contact; non-friction; long

travel; suitable for low-frequency
vibration isolation

Complicated structure;
high power consumption Prototype

Introduction of
nonlinear factors

Nonlinear damping
[206–212]

Wide operational frequency band;
both semi-active/active isolation

can be achieved

Poor performance in
lower-frequency band Prototype

Nonlinear stiffness
[213–221]

Excellent performance at
low-frequency band; both

passive/active isolation can be
achieved; high static stiffness; low

dynamic stiffness

Complicated structure;
reliability needs to be

improved
Prototype

6. Micro-Vibration Measurement Technology on the Ground

Ground testing is the most direct means to study the micro-vibration characteristics
of an SFRS, and is also a necessary process to verify vibration isolation technology. The
measurement method and system used in the experiment are the key to success. At
present, the main measurement objects are disturbance force, structural acceleration, and
displacement. Among them, the measurement method for disturbance force belongs to
the direct method, and the latter two belong to the indirect method. Owing to the small
amplitude, wide frequency band and strong randomness of the micro-vibration disturbance
output of SFRSs, it is easy for them to be disturbed by external noise, such as mechanical
vibration noise transmitted through the ground. In order to accurately capture the effective
signal, the test system should be specially designed.

6.1. Disturbance Force Measurement

Based on the Kistler measurement table, Masterson et al. [54] established a set of
systems which can directly measure the disturbance force and moment of an SFRS. During
the test, the SFRS was fixed on the Kistler table, and the 12 force components can be
measured through four internal force-sensing units. Then, six forces and six moments
in the mounting surface can be obtained by the vector operation. The accuracy of the
system was determined by the accuracy of the force sensor, which can reach up to 10.0 mN.
Because of its direct measurement and piezoelectric force sensor, it can be classified as a
rigid disturbance-force test platform. Based on this test platform, NASA has completed
several types of SFRS disturbance tests. The performance of the vibration isolation device
can be evaluated by comparing the disturbance output of the SFRS with and without the
isolation device.

Kim [106], Kamesh et al. [149], and Chen et al. [225] also used Kistler tables to conduct
disturbance tests of SFRSs and verification studies of vibration isolation devices. Consider-
ing the poor performance of piezoelectric force sensors in the low-frequency band, Chen
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and Cheng [226] proposed a low-frequency compensation method, the effectiveness of
which was verified by experiments. Then, it was applied to an SFRS disturbance-force
test platform composed of eight single-axis piezoelectric force sensors. The prototype test
showed that the proposed method can effectively compensate the low-frequency perfor-
mance of the rigid test platform. Xia et al. [227] used eight piezoelectric force sensors to
build a six-axis test platform for an SFRS. Theoretical analysis showed that redundant
sensor placement can improve structural rigidity and test accuracy. The prototype test
showed that the dynamic relative error is less than 5% and the static relative error is less
than 5% in the range of 8–800 Hz. In the range of 40 kN, the linearity of the generalized
force is in the range of 0.1% FS, while the repeatability is in the range of 0.1% FS.

To study the micro-vibration coupling between an SFRS and a flexible spacecraft
platform, Elias [228] established a similar disturbance-test system using a JR3 force sensor.
The JR3 sensor was installed between the flywheel and the flexible truss structure to
measure the force and torque at the joint of the two components. The measurement
accuracy of the system is mainly determined by the performance of the JR3 sensor. As the
JR3 sensor was originally designed for an industrial robot, the accuracy is not high enough
for micro-vibration measurement, but the method provides an important reference point
for the study of coupling micro vibration between moving parts and a flexible spacecraft
platform. Zhao et al. [229] built two test platforms to compare and analyze the disturbance
output characteristics of RWA under rigid and flexible support boundary conditions. The
measuring principle of the rigid test platform was similar to that of the Kistler table. The
disturbing force and moment on the mounting surface were measured by six high-precision
force sensors, as shown in the figure. The flexible test platform was composed of steel
cables, static/dynamic force sensors, and a rigid installation adapter. The steel cables
were used to simulate the flexible boundary, the static force sensor was used to ensure
the consistency of the flexible cable boundary, and the dynamic force sensor was used to
measure the disturbance signal of the RWA during operation.

6.2. Structural Acceleration Measurement

Aglietti et al. [68–70] designed a set of indirect micro-vibration measurement systems
based on the acceleration signal of a seismic mass block, as shown in Figure 6. In comparison
with direct measurement using a Kistler table, the correctness of the method was verified.
The system consists of three parts: seismic mass block, acceleration sensor, and flexible
support. An elastic rope was used to suspend the mass and RWA group to simulate free-
free boundary conditions. Additionally, the interference of mechanical vibration noise
transmitted from the ground was avoided. Four acceleration sensors were installed on
the seismic mass block, as shown in Figure 6. The disturbance force and moment of the
RWA were calculated by using the measured acceleration signal, the mass and inertia
characteristics of the system, and the sensor position. The system is simple, effective,
and low cost. Theoretically, the measurement accuracy can reach the order of 1.0 mN.
However, the accuracy of the system was reduced in the process of converting acceleration
into disturbing force and moment, because the position of the mass center cannot be
accurately established.

6.3. Structural Displacement Measurement

Taniwaki et al. [230] developed a set of air-floating laser disturbance measurement
systems based on displacement response, and completed the vibration isolation design
verification of a flywheel mechanism by using this system. The flywheel is installed on
the air-floating sliding block. The bottom and two sides of the slider are supported by air
suspension, and only translational degrees of freedom in the X-dimension are obtained.
The displacement of the slider can be measured by the laser sensor, and the interference
force can be calculated by the displacement curve combined with the mass characteristics of
the flywheel and the plate. The accuracy of the measurement system is very high, and the
resolution of the radial disturbance force of the flywheel is about 1.0 mm under the steady
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state. The measurement accuracy of the system is mainly affected by the Coulomb friction
between the slider and the air cushion, and the stability of the air pressure and air flow in
the air flotation system. Taniwaki et al. [231] increased the number of laser displacement
sensors to 4 and successfully realized the high-precision measurement of low-frequency
and low-amplitude disturbance torque.
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6.4. Micro-Vibration Simulator

In addition to building experimental platforms to test micro-vibration disturbance,
some scholars also discussed micro-vibration simulators. Xu et al. [232,233] designed a
six degrees-of-freedom simulator based on the structure of a six-bar Stewart vibration
isolation platform, which is used to reproduce the interference force and torque generated
by the RWA. Based on the study of the dynamic relationship between the acting force and
disturbing force, and torque of tuning fork coil motor, a closed-loop iterative control method
was developed, and the effectiveness of the control strategy was verified by comprehensive
simulations. The disturbance force and torque reproduced by the simulator were tested
on a six-component test bench. The results demonstrated that the maximum relative error
between the measured value and the target value was 3.33%. The simulator can reproduce
the disturbance force and torque produced by the SFRS, and has great application potential
in ground-based micro-vibration experiments.

7. Existing Problems and Future Research Directions
7.1. Micro-Vibration Models of SFRSs

Existing models can accurately predict the main micro-vibration frequencies (includ-
ing speed of rotation, power frequency and its doubling, bearing frequency, and rotor whirl
frequency), and the relative error can be controlled within 5%. However, there is a great
error between the amplitude prediction results and the measured results, and the relative
error can reach 50% or even higher. This is because existing models can not accurately con-
sider the influence of the actual residual imbalance of the rotor, the surface waviness of the
rolling bearing, the structural machining error, the assembly clearance, and other nonlinear
factors. Based on load identification, model updating, and measurement techniques, a fine
and high-fidelity analysis model of SFRSs should be established to accurately predict the
amplitude of micro-vibration response, after which sensitivity analysis and transmission
characteristics research should be conducted, providing a theoretical basis for the design
and monitoring of SFRSs.

Existing models are proposed for fixed-shaft SFRSs (including RWA and MWA). For
non-fixed-shaft SFRSs (such as CMG), there are few modeling and analysis methods to
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study their micro-vibration characteristics. Although the core component of the CMG is
still a high-speed flywheel rotor, there is inertial gyro coupling between the high-speed
rotor and the gimbal rotor due to the rotation of the gimbal. This coupling effect has a
significant impact on the micro-vibration characteristics of SFRSs with non-fixed shaft.
Based on the theory of structural dynamics, a micro-vibration analysis model of CMGs
should be established to accurately characterize the inertial gyro coupling effect caused
by gimbal rotation, analyze the micro-vibration mechanism and transmission mechanism
of non-fixed-shaft SFRSs, and clarify the transmission characteristics of system dynamic
output torque and the source of interference factors.

7.2. Micro-Vibration Suppression of SFRSs

In terms of low disturbance flywheel technology, active automatic balancing tech-
nology has good prospects for application. However, active automatic balancing devices
require major changes to the rotor structure and additional energy supply devices. For an
SFRS which has many limitations in structure, mass, and space, how to apply the active
automatic balancing technology still requires further research.

Piezoelectric gasket-type elastic support structures have the advantages of small
added mass, fast response, and low energy consumption. By improving the technology of
connecting the bearing system with the housing, the SFRS can be made intelligent. Long-life
and high-reliability piezoelectric ceramic materials suitable for the extreme environments
of aerospace applications should be developed, and the optimal position configuration and
control algorithm of sensitive elements and actuating elements in vibration control systems
based on piezoelectric intelligent materials should be studied.

Theoretically, magnetic bearings can eliminate friction and restrain vibration, so as to
greatly improve the performance of the SFRS. On the premise of not increasing the system
mass and power consumption, an efficient control method suitable for magnetic bearings
is proposed to effectively suppress the micro vibration caused by flywheel rotor balance
disturbance, electromagnetic disturbance, and structural disturbance, and further improve
the self-stability and anti-interference ability of magnetic bearings, which is a direction for
future study.

7.3. Micro-Vibration Isolation of SFRSs

Vibration isolation platforms based on a folding-beam structure have better passive
vibration isolation performance and excellent active control ability after extended design.
They are generally only suitable for a single fixed-shaft type SFRS. On the premise of not
changing the internal structure of the SFRS system, a new spatial topology of folding beams
should be proposed, combined with advanced active control technology to effectively
isolate the CMG from micro vibration.

The micro-vibration output of the SFRS is multi-directional. To improve universality,
the vibration isolation rod unit is generally assembled into a vibration isolation platform to
realize multi-directional or even omni-directional vibration isolation of the SFRS. However,
increasing the number of vibration isolation rods will increase the mass and complexity
of the system. In practical application, the mutual coupling between multiple vibration
isolation rods will affect the overall vibration isolation performance. A new topological
configuration of vibration isolation platforms should be proposed to improve the omni-
directional vibration isolation performance. New damping dissipative materials should be
introduced to meet the ultra-high requirements of extreme aerospace environments (radia-
tion, vacuum, alternating high and low temperatures, etc.) for long-term stable service.

Nonlinear damping and stiffness have been introduced to effectively broaden the
frequency bandwidth of the vibration isolation system and improve low-frequency vibra-
tion isolation performance. The stability and bifurcation of main resonance, subharmonic
resonance, and superharmonic resonance of nonlinear vibration isolation systems should be
studied, and the design level of nonlinear vibration isolation systems should be improved
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from the perspective of stability margin and attraction region, so as to meet the ultra-high
vibration isolation requirements at micro-meter amplitudes of the SFRS.

7.4. Micro-Vibration Measurement Technology on the Ground

Because the micro-vibration disturbance output of the SFRS generally has the charac-
teristics of small amplitude, wide frequency band, and strong randomness, it is easy for it
to be disturbed by external noise, such as mechanical vibration noise transmitted from the
ground. To accurately acquire effective signals, the test system must be specially designed.
In addition to the test technologies mentioned in this paper, a vibration isolator with high
static stiffness and low dynamic stiffness can be introduced, which can effectively simulate
the free state in orbit and isolate the low-frequency vibration interference from the ground
under the condition of compensating for the effect of gravity on the SFRS.

8. Conclusions and Prospects

The main excitation sources of micro vibration of SFRSs are briefly described, and
then the research progress is systematically reviewed from four perspectives, including the
modeling methods, suppression means, vibration isolation techniques, and ground simu-
lation tests. Finally, the existing problems of current research and the direction of further
research are given to better serve the micro-vibration prediction and sensitivity analysis
of the existing models, and provide reference points for micro-vibration suppression and
isolation in the next generation of high-precision spacecraft.
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